I. INTRODUCTION Propylene polymerization (PP) process is a typical nonlinear process which is influenced by a variety of factors. Different grades of PP product determine different properties and uses. Melt Index (MI) is one of the most important parameters which judges the grade of product and determines the control strategy of process parameters. At present, most chemical enterprises still use traditional method of manual sampling and off-line analyzing data to get the analytical value of MI between which and actual production process there is a big lag(2-4h) [1] . It can't guide industrial production real-time with the lagged MI. So it is important to measure MI in time and accurately. By digging the inherent laws of PP MI analytical value and historical data of its process variables and establishing the model between them to predict the MI value has become a popular way. How to improve the accuracy and generalization performance of the model is the task of our study.
Many scholars have researched the statistical modeling by RBF neural network(NN). But most people focus on network architecture improvements [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] or algorithms optimization [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ,etc. This paper mainly introduces the basis function improvement of RBFNN for error compensation and its modelling, besides, the methods of data processing before modeling and the second error compensation by HMM are also the exploratory topics in the text. The proposed model of applying the above technologies achieves better accuracy and generalization performance in the MI prediction by test.
II. M

A. Brief introduction to Propylene polymerization process
The PP process with continuous stirred tank reactor is shown in Fig .1 in brief [13] . The PP MI is affected by many factors which are called process variables referring to propylene polymerization mechanism and the subjacent diagram. Among there are nine variables which are commonly used to estimate the MI value [14] . They are primary and auxiliary catalyst feeding flow rate, three streams of propylene feeding flow rate, temperature, pressure, liquid level and the volume concentration of hydrogen in reactor. Measure these process variables and build a precise model between them and the analytical value of MI from the laboratory, the MI value can be accurately predicted on-line by the model with the measurements of process variables. This helps to effectively control these process variables to meet the production requirement and greatly shorten the production cycle.
In this article, a total of 85 groups of time series data are extracted from the same petrochemical enterprise to be used to model, including nine process variables' measurements obtained from the DCS database of actual PP production and the MI analyses got from the laboratory. Among them 70 groups of data ahead belong to the same batch consisting of train set (50 groups ahead) and test set(20 groups behind) chronological, the remaining 15 groups of data attribute to another batch used as generalization set. 
B. Integrating data processing before modeling
The measurement values of PP process variables from the real plant are multidimensional, correlative each other and contain a amount of information. Thus it is vital to deal with data with some methods before modeling. Before this, the measurements of the nine process variables are firstly standardized to be zero-mean and one-standard-deviation.
1) Principal Component Analysis(PCA)
PCA is one of the methods of de-correlation and dimensionality reduction [15] [16] , and is applied widely in many fields. In the text, if X denotes the standardized process variables, uses PCA to simplify the X firstly(see Eq. 1).
X= 
2) Holt-Winters Exponential Smoothing(HES)
Drawing each principal component data sequence of the PP process variables in figure, it is easy to find these data sequences with slow trends and periodicities. For improvement the accuracy and generalization ability of the MI prediction model, HES [17] [18] is led into these principal components data sequences: Firstly, the horizontal items S, trend items B and periodic items C are respectively updated by following the principles of using the weighted average of past values to predict the future value, and the weights are assigned exponentiallydecreasing according to the distance to the current time from near to far(see Eq. 2); Then these principal components data sequence are smoothed with the trend items B and periodic items C be got rid of the data sequence. To prevent the data series over-smoothing, the trend items B and periodic items C should be removed in certain proportion from these principal components data sequence (see Eq. 3).
Where: X denotes the principal components data sequence of the PP process variables after PCA; S is a horizontal items; B is a trend items; C signifies the periodic items; α, β, γ are respectively smooth coefficients of the horizontal items, trend items and periodic items which values are between 0 and 1; the subscript l is the period of periodic items in X; the subscript t represents the t moment.
Where: m1,m2 are respectively the removal proportion factors of trend items and periodic items.
The smooth coefficients(α, β, γ) affect the smoothing effect, which selections have no universal method at present. In the paper they are determined by enumeration method under the following guidelines: the more marked the data sequence feature including horizontality, trend and periodicity is, the greater the corresponding coefficient is; conversely, the smaller. Moreover, the initial values of the three feature items(S0, B0, C0)also have certain effect on the smooth effect. Here they are selected by experience: S0 is taken for the mean of X, B0 is taken for the average value of the differences of the corresponding sample values between the first two period of X and C0 is taken as 0.6. Besides, the other factors in HES are respectively chosen by test according to the principle of minimum error. After HES the smoothness of X data sequences is improved obviously than before.
3) Kernel Density Estimation(KDE)
In order to obtain more reasonable distribution properties of the X data sequence after HES, Kernel Density Estimation method [19] [20] is led into the X data sequence to re-estimate their distributional rule only taking advantage of the data themselves. Here the work is accomplished by 'ksdensity' of Matlab function and uses Gaussian kernel. Finished this step the X data sequence spread more logically and reliably to benefit to improve the model generalization.
4) Time-Variable scale Weighting(TVW)
The time series of the PP process variables have both time scale characteristic and variable dimension feature. Usually the data column at different moment plays different role in the modeling of multi-input single-output system, and the role of each dimension variable is also different. So the data had better be given the weights respectively in time scale and variable dimension. Take the following function(see Eq. 4) as a weight function and the X data sequence after KDE is weighted based on the Euclidean distance to the space origin in time scale.
Where, d t is the Euclidean distance of the X data column to the space origin at t moment; a, b is respectively the scale factor and the shifting factor of d t , which are introduced to enhance the weighting effect and their values are both positive; T 0 is the width factor of the weight function. These three factors are determined by the X data sequence in accordance with the rule of minimal error.
In order to reasonably weight in the dimension of the X data, each dimension variable makes a Gray Correlation Analysis (GCA) [21] [22] with target vector y on the train dataset (see Eq. 5). The obtained gray correlation coefficient reflects the relevant degree of each dimension variable to the goal vector value at every time, which is normalized as Eq. 6 to get the relative gray correlation coefficients used for the weight of the value of each dimension variable of X at each time.
Where, ρ is the resolution factor(ρ ) 1 , 0 (  ), which is selected as 0.092 here; i is the ith dimension; n is the nth sample on the timeline.
Different variables of the X data should be given different weights according to their contribution to the prediction precision, and the weights are ascertained in the following manner: establishing the linear regression model of the aim variable y and each dimension variable of the X data on the train database abiding by the minimal error criterion, then calculating the reciprocal of each regression error, finally normalizing each error reciprocal as the weight of each dimension variable.
It is worth mentioning that the above obtained weights of the X data on time scale and variable dimension need to be adjusted to fluctuate around one within a tiny scope if necessary.
C. model architecture
Real industrial PP process is complicated, full of strong nonlinearity, large delay and unknown interference [23] . Therefore, adopts the nonlinear model to predict the MI value in this paper. Given a multidimensional input variable x(t)∈Rv×1, the approximation of output variable y(t) is gained by the following Nonlinear Autoregressive (NAR) model (see Eq. 7) [24] [25] [26] [27] : Owing to NAR model only having low-order terms, the approximation of output y(t) by NAR model is bound to lower precision. If an error term is added to the Eq. 1 for compensation, Nonlinear Autoregressive Moving Average (NARMA) model [24] [25] [26] [27] comes into being (see Eq. 8) .
(8) Where, ε(•) is the high-order error term involving input x and output y.
Because NARMA model has higher precision than NAR model, NARMA model is selected as the prediction model of the PP MI in this paper. To improve the performance of the model, the strategy of model predictive control is introduced to the modeling process. At the current time k, taking
as input, the MI output of the [k+d]th time will be gotten by Eq. 9.
Where, d r represents the relative order of system which is an index of characterizing time-delay and its value takes 2 here by verification.
D. RBF Neural Network 1) The prediction model by Gaussian RBFNN
RBFNN is a multilayer feed-forward NN, of which threelayer network has been widely used in many engineering fields. The three layers are generally input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Here employs three-layers-RBFNN to approximate the nonlinear functions in the MI NARMA model because of their better approximation characteristic, faster convergence rate, higher precision level, etc [28] . Corresponding to the three functions f 1 , f 2 and ε in the model, three different RBFNNs with the common input U[k] are built successively to respectively approach them(see Eq. 10). 
Where, ) (  is the selected radial basis function; w j is the weight of the jth hidden-layer-node output; c j is the jth center vector of the hidden layer; ‖·‖represents the euclidean distance between the input U[k] and the center c j ; N represents the node number of the hidden layer.
The radial basis function ) (  may adopt many forms, which influences the network's approximation capability. Here the most frequently used Gaussian radial basic functions (
) is employed as the mapping function from input to output (see Eq. 11).
Where, δ represents the breadth of the Gaussian radial basis function.
Owing to the sample size is not larger in the paper, this text picks fewer hidden node number for RBFNNs of predicting the MI to prevent over-fitting and the networks parameters are initially determined on the basis of unsupervised method in the training. To acquire the desired predicting performance, the centers, width and the weights of the two approximation RBFNNs are carried out collaborative optimization with gradient descent algorithm and adaptive-changing learning rate in the model training.
2)The error compensation by non-gaussian RBFNN
Because PP process is highly nonlinear and non-gaussian, the RBFNNs for predicting the MI take Gaussian basis function, and the RBFNN for error compensation adopts the non-gauss basis functions( ) ( 3   ), e.g. Wavelet function, Thin-Plate-Spline function, Descending-Cosine function (see Eq. 12 to 14),etc [28] . The complementary NN system consisting of Gauss basis function and non-gauss basis function is usful to improve the forecasting precision and generalization performance of the model. Those functions mentioned in Eq. 12 to 14 are freely assembled or separately combined with quadratic polynomial function to form the convergent compound basis functions, like Gaussian-Wavelet, Gaussian-polynomial function (see Eq. 15 and 16), and so on. The error compensation NN based on the formed compound basis functions play a better compensatory effect on the MI prediction through verification. Moreover, the mixed basis function error networks having different types of basis functions at different hidden nodes can yet achieve good error compensation characteristics by test. In short, the basis function( ) ( 3   ) of RBFNN for approximating the error item(ε(·)) in the MI prediction may choose the arbitrary function forms in the Eq. 12 to 16, and the error networks based on these non-gauss basis functions would acquire better compensation effect on the MI prediction as long as their relevant parameters adjusted to appropriate values based on the principle of minimum MSE.
Where, a is the stretch factor; b is the shift factor.
Where, c is the coefficient of the thin-plate-spline function.
Where, c 1 and c 2 are both the coefficients of the descending-cosine function; α is the initial phase angle of the cosine function. . (15) Where, a w is the stretch factor; b w is the shift factor.
e) Gaussian-Polynomial Compound function
Where, c 0 ,c 1 and c 2 are the polynomial coefficients. During the network training of error compensation, uses the regularized cost function to simultaneously ensure small training error and simple network structure.
E. The second error compensation by HMM
HMM is embedded two random processes, of which one is implicit state transition sequence corresponding to a discrete Markov process, another is the observable sequence [29] [30] . The parameters of a simplified HMM are commonly expressed as λ = {A, B, π}, among which π represents hidden state initial probability matrix and A is hidden state transition probability matrix, B is observed state radiation probability matrix. HMM can precisely infer the observation sequence output tendency by double analyzing of hidden state operating mechanism and observed state probability, so it is able to predict time series and there are also successful examples in engineering field [31] [32] .
The error is generally thought to have Markov property owing to having three cases of: positive, negative and approximate zero, so the hidden states number of HMM is naturally taken for three. Here uses HMM with three hidden states to estimate the future values of the deviation between the analytic MI values and the MI prediction values after the first compensation based on compound RBFNN as the second compensation of the MI prediction. Through this step the accuracy of the MI prediction values is improved again by testing.
The predicting modeling progress via HMM describes as follows [29] [30] [31] [32] :
Step 1: Define the initial parameters of the HMM model: λ = {A, B, π}. (1) Suppose hidden state set: S= {S1,…, SQ}, Q is hidden state number: Q=3 here. (2) Set the initial value of implicit state transition probability distribution at random: A= {aij}, aij=P{qt+1=sj|qt=si}, 1≤i,j≤Q, and aij must meet the following conditions: aij≥0 and
. (3) If V is the sample space of observed variables, set the initial value of output observed variables probability distribution: B= {bi(v), 1≤i≤Q,v  V}, bi(v)=f{Ot=v|qt=si}. Among, Ot is observation random variable at t time. This paper considers the stochastic deviation sequence after compound RBFNN error compensation as observation sequence written as O= (e1,…,eTl). Among, Tl represents the observation sequence length. (4)Set randomly the initial state probability distribution: π={πi,1≤i≤Q}. Among, πi=P{q1=si} ,
Step 2:Derive the tth time forward probability variables:
(1) Initialize the parameter:
the output probability of the observation sequence with  :
Step 3:Derive the tth time backward probability variables: Step4: Optimize the HMM model parameters using BaumWelch algorithm. (1) Derive the probability of Si state at t time:
. (2) Derive the probability of Si state at t time and Sj state at (t+1) time: Step5: Go back to step 2 to re-execute the steps and exit the loop while the Step2.3 value meets certain requirements or the iterations number attains maximum, then remember the corresponding model parameters, denoted as
Step6: Determine the path of hidden states corresponding to the maximum output probability of the observation sequence on the train database based on Viterbi algorithm. (1) 
function of storing the optimal state sequence which is corresponding to the maximum output probability of the observation sequence at t time. (2) Initialize the variable: Step7: According to the best hidden state sequence of the deviations on the train database, predicts the deviations sequences on test database and generalization database by HMM.
III. MELT INDEX PREDICTION
A. Error indicators
In order to measure the performance of the above proposed PP MI prediction models, this paper adopts four conventional indicators to quantize the differences between the MI predicted values and the MI analytic values from the laboratory: Mean Relative Error ( 
B. Results and discussions
On the basis of different data processing methods(HES, KDE and TVW) and error compensation by HMM and RBF NN, several various MI prediction models are established in this paper. To compare the effect of the different data processing method and the integrating data processing means on the MI forecasting, the results of the prediction models are listed in TABLE Ⅰ in the form of the above four error indicators, and the TABLE Ⅱ offers the performance comparisons of the models with various basis function compensation network in the premise of HES_KDE_TVW data processing and the HMM error compensation.
The results of the TABLE Ⅰ show that: (1)the prediction values of the models using data processing methods are more accurately than the predicting value of the model without data processing;(2)the prediction precisions of the models using multiple data processing technologies are higher than the models using single data processing technology;(3) the prediction values of the models that their error compensation networks have compound basis function have better generalization ability than the predicting value of the models with Gaussian basis function compensation networks;(4) the model with error compensation by HMM improves the accuracy of the prediction result further;(5)the RBFNN compensatory model with a complex basis function is better than the model with a single function as the basis function on the matching effect and a variety of data processing technologies, so the prediction value of the model (PHKT_GRBFNN_CRBFNN_HMM)with compound basis function NN and HMM as error compensation on the basis of HES_KDE_TVW data processing has both higher prediction precision and generalized ability.
From the TABLE Ⅱ it is seen that:(1) the compensatory models with non-gauss basis function have better prediction performance of precision and generalization; (2) in all the models of the compensatory networks with non-gauss basis functions, the model with thin-plate-spline basis function(PHKTRTSRH) has best prediction accuracy and better generalized property, the model with wavelet basis function(PHKTRWRH) has higher prediction precision and lower generalization, and the models with compound basis functions including Gaussian-Polynomial function(PHKTRCR-GPH) and Gaussian-Wavelet function (PHKTRCR-GW H) have best generalization ability and slightly lower prediction precision, the model with descending-cosine basis function(PHKTRDRH) has the same predicting performance as the models with compound basis functions.
For simple and clear, the models in the graphs express by simplified form as follows: PRR denotes PCA_GRBF_GRBF, PHKTRR denotes PCA_HKT_GRBF_GRBF, PHKTRCR represents PCA_HKT_GRBF_CRBF, and PHKTRCRH represents PCA_HKT_GRBF_CRBF_HMM. The predictive results of the above four models are displayed on the Matlab graphs (see Fig .2 and Fig .3 ). The predicted results of the models which basis functions of the compensatory networks are non-gauss functions are shown in Fig .4 and Fig .5 . It is easily to see that the PP MI prediction values got from the models in the graphs can more accurately approximate the MI analysis values from the laboratory in the overall trend whether on the test database or on the generalization database. Figure 2 . Performances of models on test database 
IV. CONCLUSION
This article applies technologies of data processing including PCA, Holt-Winters exponential smoothing, kernel density estimation and data weighting on the time scale and variable dimension, model constructing of RBF neural network and two kinds of error compensations to build the forecast models of PP MI. Compared with other PP MI forecasting models, the models proposed in this paper have the following advantages: (1)HES method help to get rid of the trend term and periodic item from the input data to restore the authentic data sequence; Gaussian KDE method is helpful to correctly estimate the data sequence distribution; TVW method is good for highlighting the predominant variables and superior data in the database. Through data processing of the integrating technology, the data sequence for modeling, i.e. the data sequence of PP process variables, becomes closer to the real data distribution to make the prediction results of the models more believable; (2) the integrating data-processing algorithm run the shorter time and the result is more stable contrasted with the usual intelligence swarm algorithm; (3) the error sequence which is predicted by the compound basis function RBFNN or the other non-gauss RBFNN has more general nonlinear characteristics, so it is more accordance with the real error of the PP MI in the industry process; (4) the error sequence of MI that is inferred by HMM would be more reasonable as the second compensation for the MI prediction values because it is obtained based on the probability distributions of the MI real error; (5) lastly it has been proven that the proposed models of integrating multifold data-processing technologies and two error compensations show better overall performance in precision, generalization, reliability, efficiency, etc.
